SERIES

2288.2300 EP!C TANGO SILVER – DECORATIVE PEARLESCENT COATING
WITH VELVET EFFECT
2288.2500 EP!C TANGO GOLD
2288.2600 EP!C TANGO RED

Use
EP!C TANGO is the water-based decorative finish for interiors, softly metalized, with an elegant decorative effect
with velvet tactile sensations. It’s formulated with high quality pigments, which are oriented during the application
creating a soft chromatic solution on the surface.
EP!C TANGO is available in the following colors:
2288.2300 - EP!C TANGO SILVER
2288.2500 - EP!C TANGO GOLD
2288.2600 - EP!C TANGO RED, they can be tinted with our colorimetric systems Colormaker and Colormaker
Aqua
in the colors shown on EP!C TANGO color card.
Main Features:
Water based paint for interiors with low V.O.C. content with the following features:
• Easy to apply, the application is made with one coat only
• Excellent resistance to impacts and chalking;
• Washability
Technical features (data surveyed at 20°C)
Brookfield viscosity
cps.
Specific gravity
kg/l
Theoretical spreading rate
mq/l
Film appearance
gloss
Thinner
code
Dry to touch
minutes
Dry in depth
hours
Resistance to the washing and abrasion cycle

Matt
Water

Application Modalities
By brush, and plastic trowel

Ready to use, if necessary dilute with maximum 1-2% of
water
Apply the first coat of TANGO by brush with crossed movements, spreading the product uniformly on the surface.
When the surface is totally dry, apply the second coat on small portions of 1-2 square meters of surface, always
with crossed movements, orienting the pigments and creating the finishing texture. After few minutes, with the
product which is not dry yet, work the surface with a plastic trowel in different directions, until obtaining the desired
texture. With this product it’s possible to obtain many different effects depending on the imagination and creativity
of the applicator. Apply the product with as temperatures within +5° C and +35°C and relative humidity not above
75%..
Recommended painting cycles
NEW WALLS – Before starting make sure that the surface is perfectly smooth, in case it’s necessary to smooth it
it’s suggested to use EP!C RASANTE PER DECORATIVI code 2310.0100. Insulate with Titancril Code 2340.0003;
apply one or two coats of universal primer for Decorations series 2286.0150, or a quarts paint like Acrylquarz series
2270.0000 in the desired shade.
ALREADY PAINTED WALLS – Make sure that the old paint is well anchored to the substrate and that it’s a good
quality paint. If not, remove the non-adherent or the old chalking paint and proceed preparing the surface as per
the “New walls” section.
Notes
Brushes and tools must be washed immediately after the use. Keep the product away from frost.
Stability
The finished product is conserved in a well sealed can, at temperature higher than 5°C and lower than 30°C, does
not present any stability problem. The maximum storage period suggested is 12 months.
Queste note sono frutto della nostra migliore esperienza. Tuttavia essendo molti gli impieghi e le tecniche di applicazione non possiamo assumere garanzie per ogni singolo caso.
These applicative notes are given to the best of our experience. However being many uses and application technics we can not garantee for each single case.
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